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What's New in the?

- Start the program, select the location - Choose
between automatic or manual detection Display the weather in 5-day forecast (10 days
table), current condition, forecast and live
evolution - View the weather for the next 3 days
- Add the current location to the favorite list Set the language - Display temperature, wind
speed, sunrise and sunset - Set the temperature
unit measurements - Set the time unit
measurements - Set the units for rain - Add the
cities you want to check the weather for (one at
a time) - Toggle between cloudiness and rain Change the layout - Manage the favorite cities
Description: ForecaWeather for Windows 8, 10,
8.1 is a handy and accessible application
designed to offer a complete view to search and
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display the weather for a specific location and
analyze live the evolution for the whole day.
User-friendly and simplistic layout The app is
installed through Windows Store and comes
with a modern and straightforward interface
divided into the current condition, a five-day
forecast graphic, ten days table and live weather
evolution for that particular city and the
surrounding countries. Look up for different
cities and view the forecast for the next couple
of days Using the search bar you can easily find
the desired city or if you only want the current
location, turn on the automatic detection. Once
loaded, the tool displays the present and how it
feels temperature, an icon that describes the
overall weather, wind speed, sunrise and sunset
hours. Plus, you can view the maximum
temperature for the next three days. The graphic
shows in a simple manner the forecast for five
days, combining the temperature, wind, rain and
icons to give you a complete view. The live
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evolution has a specific time interval that may
differ for each individual and can be toggled
between rain and cloudiness. Manage your
favorite places and configure general settings
ForecaWeather lets you add the current city to a
favorite list from where you can easily check
the weather for multiple regions and switch
between them. Unfortunately, the app doesn't
provide a refresh button so you can update the
forecast when you want. From the settings
located in the left corner of the window, you
have the option to change the layout language,
temperature, wind, time (12 and 24 hours) and
rain unit measurements. On ending note The
bottom line is that ForecaWeather is an intuitive
and approachable utility that comes in handy for
those who only want a simple and
uncomplicated tool to check the hourly, daily
and weekly weather forecast for various
locations. Description: - Start the program,
select the location - Choose between automatic
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or manual detection - Display the weather in
5-day forecast (10 days table), current
condition, forecast and live evolution - View the
weather for the next 3 days - Add the current
location to the favorite list - Set the language
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista,
or Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or
AMD Athlon 64 X2 Memory: 2 GB Graphics:
NVIDIA® Geforce 7600 / ATI Radeon™ HD
2600 or better. DirectX: Version 9.0c Network:
Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 9
GB available space Sound: Speakers and
microphone Additional Notes: To play on Xbox
360™, users must have Xbox LIVE® Gold and
have a broadband Internet connection.
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